Now, and with a greater degree of difficulty, the answers are all polysyllabic, as in *grovel-shovel, oval-approval,* and *final-medicinal:*

41. strict 42. sieve 43. pain 44. cue 45. these 46. bond 47. need 48. wait 49. courage 50. much

51. joke 52. cable 53. hope 54. never 55. lousy 56. bee 57. robe 58. niche 59. loin 60. prayer 61. evil

61. simply 62. lemon 63. dozen 64. denial 65. discount 66. jury 67. marry 68. ready 69. bully 70. lowly

71. finger 72. into 73. picked 74. folder 75. model 76. latent 77. valor 78. laughter 79. binder 80. mother

81. wallop 82. preface 83. lumber 84. even 85. duet 86. ether 87. budding 88. stringy 89. saddle 90. battle

91. feather 92. tomato 93. aria 94. gander 95. hunger 96. scrounger 97. pollen 98. garden 99. kilo 100. amber
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